
New Parking Stick Install “How To” Guide 

 

 

Here at The Figaro Shop, we pride ourselves at being at the forefront of parts development for the 

Nissan Figaro and supporting the products we develop. As part of this support (as we understand 

that we have customers that like to fit their own parts and for our international customers) we have 

put together several guides illustrating how our parts are fitted. 



 

 

Parts Included: 

1x Parking Stick With Finial (pre-fitted) 

1x Genuine Nissan Bumper Bolt with nut 

1x Rubber Insulator Gasket 

1x Under Bumper Bracket (not chrome) 

2x Under Bumper Bracket Retainer Bolts 

1x Chrome Washer (thick) 

1x Chrome Parking Stick Retainer Nut 

1x Rubber Isolator (for side of parking 

stick) 

1x Chrome Upper Bumper Bracket 

 

Tools Needed: 

Philips Screw-Driver 

12mm Spanner / Socket (or 13mm if non 

standard retainers have been used) 

Cloth and Cleaning solution (window 

cleaner / brake cleaner) 

8mm Spanner / Socket 

10mm Spanner / Socket 

 

 

 

 PLEASE READ – this guide is intended to aid in the installation of our products. It is recommended that factory manuals or 

instructions are followed to remove the original struts from the vehicle. Some instructions in this guide are generic. The factory manual 

should supersede any contradiction. 

 

 

Installation Process: 

1. Lifting the car safely using a jack or vehicle ramp, Remove the front inner wheel arch liner 

clips/fasteners as shown below to gain access to the front left corner of the underside of the 

bumper. 



  
 

2. Bend the wheel arch liner away from the underside as shown so full access is available to 

your working area. 

  
3. Un bolt the bumper corner bolt that attached the corner bumper to the front wing/fender to 

gain access for the parking stick bracket. 

4. Using the 2 small bolts, fasten the parking stick under bumper bracket to the main chrome 

parking stick bracket as show below.  



 
5. Fit the parking stick rubber isolator to the main parking stick bracket and slide it between 

the front wing/fender and the bumper as shown below

 
6. Un bolt the bumper bolt attaching the corner bumper to the centre bumper section and 

replace the bolt with the new genuine bolt included. Using the new nut, attach the under 



bumper parking stick bracket to the new bumper bolt and secure with the nut.

 
7. Re attach the bumper to the wing/fender re-using your old hardware. The main bracket 

should feel secure and fit snug between the wing/fender and the bumper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. Using the chrome nut and thick chrome washer, screw the nut (in the orientation shown 

below) onto the parking stick all the way up and slide the thick washer over the remaining 

thread. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9. If not already pre-fitted, fit the small rubber isolator into the side of the parking stick. This is 

designed to protect the wing/fender from the parking stick in case of any 

movement/deflection. 

 
10. Screw the parking stick into the main chrome parking stick bracket all the way down. Once 

seated, rotate backwards to align the parking stick correctly. Once in the correct orientation, 

screw the chrome nut back down to tighten against the washer and main bracket to secure 

the parking stick.  

 



 

 

 


